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sides of language, that is, the sound system and the grammatical strueture rather than with problems of meanings.
Speech is the data frora which the linguist deduces the systeo of the language he is describing.
From the point of view of language teaching, Structural! Linguisties represented a major theoretical landmark: despite its limitations, it supplied the language teacher with more precise and objective descriptions of languages than had previously been available to him.
As pointed out before, the combination of the assumption of behaviorist thoories, on the one hand, and of Structuralis Linguisties, on the other hand, gave rise to the so-ealled audio-visual method and its variants. In other words, this teaching method is an amalgam of the principies of StructuraIist Linguisties and Behaviorist Psyehology in relation to the nature of language and the nature of the learning process.
The acceptance of the systematic and objective nature of language in the structuralist view led language teaching to cmphasize the sentence patterns of the language rather than isolated words as had been done before. The language teaching content is also defined in terms of formal items rclying on He proposes a transformational grammar which is a device consisting of a set of ruies that will account for both the produetivity and regularity of a natural language and also for the linguistic intuitions of speakers of a language.
The ultimate goal of this grammar is to generate all the acceptable sentenees of a language and no unaccoptablc ones.
As Bell points out "a transformational grammar is a logical specification of the syntactie knowledge which the learner 8 needs in order to produce grammatical sentenees."
Two types of ruies are present in a transformational grammar: phrase strueture ruies and transformation ruies. 
